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General Guidelines:
Riders should not wear bling on their clothes or excess silver on their tack. Chaps or chinks are
not required but can be worn at riders discretion. Tail extensions, braided manes, and tails,
black polish on hooves and clipping inside the ears are not encouraged. Horses should be well
groomed but natural in appearance.

Working Ranch Rail - AQHA Rule - SHW425
The working western rail class measures the ability of the horse to be a pleasure to ride and
should reflect the versatility, attitude, and movement of a working horse. The horse should be
well-broke, relaxed, quiet, soft and cadenced at all gaits. The movement of the working western
rail horse should simulate a horse needing to cover long distances, softly and quietly. The
overall manners and responsiveness of the horse and the horse’s quality of movement are the
primary considerations. Maximum credit should be given to the horse that has a natural flowing
stride and consistent, ground covering gaits. Transitions should be performed when requested,
with smoothness and responsiveness. The ideal working western rail horse should have a
natural head carriage at each gait. The horse should be ridden on a relatively loose rein with
light contact and without requiring undue restraint while being responsive to the rider and
making timely transitions in a smooth and correct manner. The horse should be soft in the
bridle, yield to contact and shall not be shown on a full drape of rein. Riders are encouraged to
use adequate space given the extension of gaits required. This class should show the horse’s
ability to work at a forward, working pace while under control by the rider. The horse shall be
balanced and appear willing and a pleasure to ride in a group situation.



Ranch Riding- AQHA Rule SHW416/417

The purpose of the Ranch Riding horse should reflect the versatility, attitude, and movement of
a working horse. The horse’s performance should simulate a horse riding outside the confines of
an arena and that of a working ranch horse. This class should show the horse’s ability to work at
a forward, working speed while under control by the rider. Light contact should be rewarded and
horse shall not be shown on a full drape of reins. The overall manners and responsiveness of
the horse while performing the maneuver requirements and the horse’s quality of movement are
the primary considerations. The required maneuvers will include the walk, trot, and lope (except
in the case of walk/trot classes) both directions; as well as stops, and a back. Additional
maneuvers might include a side pass, turns of 360 degrees or more, change of lead (simple or
flying), walk, trot, or lope over a pole(s); or some reasonable combination of maneuvers that
would be reasonable for a ranch horse to perform. Each contestant will perform the required
pattern individually and separately.

Sample Pattern Below:



Ranch Reining - AQHA Rule SHW562.VRH

Reining is a judged event designed to show the athletic ability of the horse in the confines of a
show arena. To rein a horse is not only to guide him, but also to control his every movement.
The best reined horse should be willfully guided or controlled with little or no apparent
resistance. Pattern will be selected by judge/show management. Each contestant will perform
the required pattern individually and separately. All horses will be judged immediately upon
entering the arena and judging will cease after the last maneuver. Any fault incurred prior to the
commencement of a pattern will be scored accordingly.



Ranch Trail -AQHA RULE: SHW420/421
This class will be judged on the performance of the horse over obstacles with emphasis on
manners, response to the rider and quality of movement. Credit will be given to horses
negotiating the obstacles with style and some degree of speed, providing correctness is not
sacrificed. Horses should receive credit for showing attentiveness to the obstacles and the
capability of picking their own way through the course when obstacles warrant it, and willingly
responding to the rider’s cues on more difficult obstacles. Courses will be developed by the
show manager and obstacles will allow the ranch horse to demonstrate its capability to work in a
ranch type setting.





Above graphic from CoWN Stock Horse Association-



Sources -

ARHA - https://www.americanranchhorse.net/

SHOTX - https://stockhorsetexas.org/pdfs/SHTX-Handbook-web.pdf

AQHA VRH -
https://www.aqha.com/disciplines/ranching/competitions/versatility-ranch-horse-competition

CoWN Stock Horse Association- https://cownsh.com/

Additional information about ranch horse classes can be found in the links above.

https://www.americanranchhorse.net/
https://stockhorsetexas.org/pdfs/SHTX-Handbook-web.pdf
https://www.aqha.com/disciplines/ranching/competitions/versatility-ranch-horse-competition
https://cownsh.com/

